Clearing the garden-path: Improving sentence processing through cognitive control training
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How do general-purpose cognitive abilities affect language processing and comprehension? Recent research emphasizes a role for cognitive control—also called executive function (EF)—when individuals must override early parsing decisions as new evidence conflicts with their developing interpretation. We tested if training on non-syntactic EF tasks improves readers’ ability to recover from misanalysis during language processing. Participants completed pre/post-reading assessments containing temporarily ambiguous sentences susceptible to misinterpretation. Performance increases on a training task targeting conflict-resolution processes (n-back with “lures”) predicted improvements in garden-path recovery. N-back responders—those demonstrating reliable training gains—significantly increased their comprehension accuracy across assessments. Their posttest eye-movement patterns also revealed significantly improved real-time revision following entry into disambiguating sentence regions where cognitive control is hypothesized to engage. Untrained participants and n-back non-responders showed no performance changes. The results provide insight into how nonlinguistic functions contribute to parsing and interpretation and suggest that certain language skills are amenable to improvement via domain-general EF training.
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INTRODUCTION

When reading or processing speech, individuals assign provisional analyses to words and phrases as they are perceived moment-by-moment, rather than delaying interpretation until sentences unfold entirely (Altmann & Kamide, 1999; Tanenhaus, 2007). Although efficient, processing language “on-the-fly” comes at the cost of having to deal with temporary ambiguity; initial analyses sometimes turn out wrong as newer input suggests a quite different interpretation. Consider this New York Times headline: “Google's computer might betters translation tool”. Because “might” frequently appears as an auxiliary verb, readers may initially misunderstand that it is used here as a noun (meaning strength). The processing difficulty experienced following such misanalysis is known as the “garden-path effect” and requires cognitive control to countermand early processing decisions and recover alternative interpretations.

Cognitive control, also called executive function (EF), refers to the regulation of mental activity to guide and support flexible behaviour, enabling individuals to bias the selection of appropriate over inappropriate information during goal-directed tasks (Miller & Cohen, 2001). Converging data from behavioural, brain-imaging and neuropsychological studies suggest that shared mechanisms in left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) support regulatory functions across a range of tasks, including working memory, attention and language processing (Thompson-Schill, Bedny, & Goldberg, 2005). In the case of interpreting sentences, one account suggests that cognitive control enables individuals to override initial mischaracterisations of the input to prevent comprehension failure (Novick, Trueswell, & Thompson-Schill, 2005). Specifically, the discovery of a misinterpretation triggers domain-general cognitive control processes to resolve incompatible representations of sentence meaning—the one originally favoured vs. the correct alternative that must be recovered.

Research examining special populations demonstrates the importance of cognitive control for syntactic ambiguity resolution. For example, young children and patients with VLPFC damage commonly exhibit an inability to revise incorrect parsing decisions during spoken comprehension tasks (e.g., Novick, Kan, Trueswell, & Thompson-Schill, 2009; Trueswell, Sekerina, Hill, & Logrip, 1999; Weighall, 2008), whereas healthy adults exert rapid control to capture the intended analysis (e.g., Novick et al., 2009; Novick, Thompson-Schill, & Trueswell, 2008; Spivey, Tanenhaus, Eberhard, & Sedivy, 2002; Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard, & Sedivy, 1995; Trueswell et al., 1999). The difficulty that young children and patients exhibit overriding initial interpretations is likely related to the putative difficulty they show implementing control across a range of non-syntactic EF measures (e.g., Davidson, Amso, Cruess Anderson, & Diamond, 2006; Hamilton & Martin, 2005; Mazuka, Jincho, & Oishi, 2009; Thompson-Schill et al., 2002). For instance, a VLPFC patient’s garden-path recovery failure was recently tied to his exaggerated susceptibility to interference during the “recent probes” task, indexed by a failure to disregard highly familiar but currently irrelevant memoranda that were presented earlier (Novick et al., 2009). Similar findings have been reported in young children, perhaps related to the maturational delay of prefrontal systems (Huttenlocher & Dabholkar, 1997; Khanna & Boland, 2010; Nilsen & Graham, 2009; see also Mazuka et al., 2009; Novick et al., 2005). Neuroimaging data from healthy adults corroborate this behavioural and neuropsychological pattern, wherein ambiguity resolution and non-syntactic cognitive control processes co-localise within individuals in posterior regions of left VLPFC (January, Trueswell, & Thompson-Schill, 2009; Ye & Zhou, 2009). Altogether, this
suggests that one of the functions of cognitive control may be to override early misinterpretations during sentence processing.

A current wave of research demonstrates that EFs can be improved through extensive practice. The findings suggest that training gains extend beyond the specific tasks trained; improvements transfer (i.e., generalise) across domains to novel performance measures that also rely on EF, including intelligence, text comprehension, task-switching and interference-resolution tasks (e.g., Chein & Morrison, 2010; Jaeggi, Buschkuehl, Jonides, & Perrig, 2008; Karbach & Kray, 2009; cf. Redick et al., 2012). Yet, no studies have tested if training can effectively help individuals override well-known biases that sometimes lead to misinterpretation during language processing.

Here we investigate if enhancing regulatory functions through cognitive-control training improves garden-path recovery in healthy adults. Given the claims that EF and flexible cognition also play an important role in a range of other language-processing tasks, including lexical ambiguity resolution (e.g., Bedny, Hulbert, & Thompson-Schill, 2007; Rodd, Johnsrude, & Davis, 2010), verbal fluency (e.g., Novick et al., 2009; Robinson, Blair, & Cipolotti, 1998; Schnur et al., 2008), abstract word comprehension (Hoffman, Jefferies, & Lambon Ralph, 2010) and reference resolution (Brown-Schmidt, 2009), a positive result from the present research could open the door to exploring whether EF training may be an effective intervention tool for improving reading comprehension and verbal fluency, particularly in rare instances when multiple evidential sources do not conspire to guide or facilitate processing (i.e., when various representations compete, resulting in small but reliable consequences for production and interpretation; see Hussey & Novick, 2012). There could also be broader implications for clinical patients who suffer EF impairments that impinge on language-processing skills under conditions that place high demands on cognitive control resources (see Bedny et al., 2007; Novick et al., 2009; Robinson et al., 1998; Robinson, Shallice, & Cipolotti, 2005; Schnur et al., 2008; for a review, see Novick, Trueswell, & Thompson-Schill, 2010). Although the language deficits that such patients endure are relatively transient and arise under limited circumstances (i.e., they do not suffer from the full symptom-complex of agrammatism or other chronic aphasias), they are significant nonetheless and are characterised by a general-purpose cognitive control impairment with linguistic implications (see Novick et al., 2010). Provided the relevant findings of transfer to the language domain, EF training could become an important component of behavioural remediation for broad deficits in cognitive control that affect language use in these circumscribed situations.

Our training tasks were developed based on benchmark working memory tasks, some of which are known to elevate demands for cognitive control (e.g., by increasing the need to resolve among conflicting representations in memory). It is important to note that we administered a battery of working memory training tasks to test the possibility that performance improvements on specific ones might contribute differentially to improvements in syntactic ambiguity resolution (see Method and General Discussion). As highlighted in the work of Novick et al. (2005; see also D’Esposito & Postle, 1999; Novick et al., 2009, 2010), some working memory tasks rely on non-mnemonic capacity, which involves the EF ability to resolve conflicting (or interfering) representations—a general skill necessary for some linguistic tasks, like garden-path recovery. Here, the terms “conflict” or “interference” refer to circumstances in which an individual receives incompatible information regarding how best to characterise or respond to a stimulus when some input or new source of evidence automatically triggers an internal representation that competes with earlier
representations (see Botvinick, Braver, Barch, Carter, & Cohen, 2001). Such cases require EF—in particular conflict resolution—to rein-in initial mischaracterisations of the input. Not all working memory tasks necessarily share this conflict-resolution property to the same extent; thus, it is possible that only those training tasks that tax the need to resolve among competing alternatives and re-characterise information will predict performance improvements in syntactic ambiguity-resolution abilities across assessments.

We hypothesise that improved EF following training should generalise to real-time sentence processing and comprehension. Notably, transfer effects should be restricted to parsing conditions under high EF demands, namely when readers must revise an early parsing commitment after encountering new evidence that conflicts with their developing interpretation. Because EF training is hypothesised to transfer only to tasks requiring common underlying EF mechanisms, no training-related changes are expected under low EF demands, when reinterpretation is unnecessary.

Finally, we examine whether performance increases on some working memory training tasks (n-back, letter–number sequencing (LNS), block span and/or running span; see Method) contribute to changes in ambiguity-resolution performance more than others. Under a process-specific training account (see Dahlin, Neely, Larsson, Bäckman, & Nyberg, 2008), the amount of transfer to untrained tasks following intervention depends on the extent of overlap between the cognitive and neural resources shared by the training and the transfer tasks. As outlined above, garden-path recovery engages conflict-resolution processes supported by regions within left VLPFC. One of our EF training tasks, namely n-back with lures, has been shown previously to recruit regions within VLPFC owing to the interference generated by lure trials (see Gray, Chabris, & Braver, 2003; Jaeggi et al., 2003; Owen, McMillan, Laird, & Bullmore, 2005). Thus, a process-specific account predicts that only those EF tasks that recruit common areas in VLPFC for conflict resolution, such as the n-back task (see Method), should transfer to syntactic ambiguity resolution (Novick et al., 2005); EF training tasks involving exclusively other functions like maintenance and manipulation of information in verbal or spatial working memory absent conflicting representations (e.g., LNS; block span) should demonstrate little or no transfer. By including multiple training tasks that employ different components of EF to varying degrees in our training regimen, we can test whether EF training at the broadest level sufficiently improves garden-path recovery, or whether conflict-resolution training specifically is necessary to increase syntactic ambiguity-resolution abilities, thus informing a deeper understanding of the domain-general cognitive control mechanisms that contribute to sentence reinterpretation.

EXPERIMENTAL PRELIMINARIES

Pre- and post-training assessments included a reading task using sentences containing a temporary syntactic ambiguity. Consider (1) and (2):

1. While the thief hid the jewelry that was elegant and expensive sparkled brightly. (temporarily ambiguous)
2. The jewelry that was elegant and expensive sparkled brightly while the thief hid. (unambiguous)
In (1), the ambiguity springs from the verb “hid”, which can be used either reflexively (individuals can hide themselves), or transitively (individuals can hide objects). Here, the transitive interpretation is strongly supported due to the absence of a comma following “hid”, which would impose the reflexive analysis (Ferreira, Christianson, & Hollingworth, 2001). The presence of a plausible object (“the jewelry”) further supports the transitive interpretation (see Garmsey, Pearlmutter, Myers, & Lotocky, 1997). Hence, readers rapidly interpret the sentence to mean the thief is hiding the jewelry. This analysis, however, is ultimately unviable because “the jewelry” turns out to be the subject of a new clause (“the jewelry sparkled . . .”), not a direct object. Upon encountering late-arriving disambiguating evidence that conflicts with one’s developing interpretation (“. . . sparkled brightly”), readers must initiate cognitive control processes in order to re-characterise their initial representation of sentence meaning, i.e., to resolve the conflict and revise their misinterpretation (Novick et al., 2005, 2009). In (2), the reversed clause order unambiguously signals the reflexive analysis; consequently, reinterpretation is unnecessary and conflict-resolution and cognitive-control processes need not deploy. As noted above, another way to disambiguate (1) would be to simply add a comma following the verb (“While the thief hid, the jewelry . . .”). However, in order to provide sufficient room for accuracy improvement across assessments, we adopted the reversed clause order disambiguation in (2) to maximise the ambiguity effect between conditions, following prior work indicating nominally higher error rates when comparing (1) to this unambiguous construction, vs. the comma-disambiguation construction (see Exp. 3 in the study by Christianson, Hollingworth, Halliwell, & Ferreira, 2001).

Participants answered questions that probed for lingering effects of misinterpretation, for example, “Did the thief hide himself?” Full reanalysis does not always occur in ambiguous cases, resulting in erroneous “no” responses (Christianson & Luke, 2011; Christianson, Williams, Zacks, & Ferreira, 2006). Importantly, all comprehension questions queried the correct (reflexive) interpretation, and not the initially conceived and consequently incorrect analysis (the transitive interpretation; e.g., “Did the thief hide the jewelry?”). This was designed as such to avoid vulnerability to memory effects, where error commissions (i.e., a “yes” response to “Did the thief hide the jewelry?”) could be influenced by familiarity of the memory trace of the initial misinterpretation. In other words, even if a reader did correctly revise the sentence, they might respond erroneously because the question itself restated the incorrect transitive analysis, thereby reactivating the initial misinterpretation. Error commissions to such sentences could be furthermore shaped by plausible inferences or general world knowledge, since thieves are likely to hide jewelry. Instead, in order to correctly respond “yes” to our questions—for instance, verifying that the thief was hiding himself—readers actually had to override the initial, incorrect transitive interpretation

*Although we subscribe to constraint-based lexicalist perspectives of ambiguity resolution (e.g., MacDonald, Pearlmutter, & Seidenberg, 1994; Novick, Kim, & Trueswell, 2003; Novick et al., 2008; Trueswell & Tanenhaus, 1994), testing this theory against serial models (in which individuals start with a syntactically-driven interpretation and revise when needed; Frazier & Fodor, 1978) was not the focus of the current experimental efforts, as various constraints were not manipulated to differentiate these models. Moreover, under both accounts, the ambiguous sentences in our experiment should initially lead to an incorrect transitive interpretation, which must be reconciled with conflicting input later in the sentence regardless of how it was developed. We therefore omit discussion of parsing-theory contrasts and describe our materials, as well as readers’ processing decisions, in simple terms that do not rely on a particular parsing framework (for a review and theoretical discussion of constraint-based theories with respect to cognitive control, see Novick et al., 2005).
(that the thief was hiding the jewelry) to recover the alternative reflexive interpretation, which is a more straightforward indicator of garden-path recovery. Similarly, an incorrect “no” response to our questions signifies a lingering commitment to the early direct-object analysis and, thus, recovery failure.

Our domain-general EF training regimen may support controlled revision. Hence, we hypothesise that interpretation recovery—reflected by comprehension accuracy for ambiguous sentences—should improve following training. Such performance increases might be especially related to training tasks aimed at enhancing conflict-resolution abilities. No changes are expected in unambiguous cases where the need for cognitive control is removed.

To investigate the effects of EF training on real-time sentence processing and reanalysis, we recorded participants’ eye movements. Leftward saccades (regressions) to previously encountered material signal changes in moment-by-moment revision and mark the launch of recovery functions (Frazier & Rayner, 1982; Sturt, 2007). We hypothesise that recovery efforts should improve following training, reflected by less processing difficulty upon encountering disambiguating (i.e., conflicting) evidence. Note that changes in eye-movement patterns should be associated only with reading behaviour following entry into disambiguating sentence regions, where conflict-resolution and cognitive-control processes are hypothesised to engage. Changes are not expected in other regions of ambiguous sentences, or anywhere in unambiguous sentences, if improvements are related specifically to enhancements in domain-general conflict-resolution abilities.

Furthermore, training-related improvements in garden-path recovery processes—indexed by both online and offline measures sketched above—may depend to a greater extent on performance increases on some training tasks than others. Theoretically, the extent of improvement on a training task targeting conflict-resolution mechanisms might be especially likely to predict gains in garden-path recovery, because conflict-resolution processes are thought to help recovery of alternative parsing options when other sources of evidence have guided the parser towards an incorrect syntactic characterisation of the input (see Novick et al., 2005, 2009, 2010). In other words, enhanced conflict-resolution abilities may help readers better avoid misinterpretations by more rapidly countermanding early parsing decisions in real-time, reflected by more efficient changes in controlled revision processes (i.e., regressions) once a misanalysis has been discovered.

Finally, as highlighted by previous findings in the cognitive training literature, the ability to observe reliable effects of training across assessments hinges on whether individuals in the treatment group actually improve on the task(s) completed throughout the training regimen (see Chein & Morrison, 2010; see also Jaeggi, Buschkuehl, Jonides, & Shah, 2011). That is to say, there may be decisive differences within the group of trainees regarding the extent to which individuals respond positively to the regimen. Here, only those who successfully improve performance during conflict-resolution training are expected to transfer these benefits to untrained measures of garden-path recovery. An important approach to analysing this kind of study, therefore, is to differentiate training “responders” from “non-responders” (Chein & Morrison, 2010; Jaeggi et al., 2011). We do this in two ways: (1) by using training responsiveness to the various tasks as a continuous variable to test the relation between the amount of improvement during the regimen and the amount of pre-/post-improvement in ambiguity resolution (i.e., transfer)—a multiple regression analysis that is consistent with prior training work; and (2) by treating responsiveness to the various training tasks as a discrete variable, separating responders from
non-responders via well-established statistical clustering methods (see Fraley & Raftery, 2002, 2011) and comparing these groups’ performance on the sentence-processing task (using accuracy and reading time data as dependent variables) to the untrained group, which had no inter-assessment training data to evaluate. We expected that only the responders would exhibit cross-Assessment garden-path recovery gains that are significantly greater than the other two groups. This latter analytic approach is novel for training studies. Generally speaking, the responders are the people of most theoretical and practical interest here.

To summarise, we hypothesise that:

1. Individuals’ level of improvement on a training task targeting conflict-resolution processes (n-back with lures; see Method) should predict gains in garden-path recovery, whereas performance increases on the three other working-memory training tasks, which do not involve conflict-resolution functions, should not predict test–retest changes in ambiguity resolution.

2. Those who show steady and significant improvement (“responders”) on a training task targeting conflict-resolution processes (n-back with lures) will differ reliably from the untrained control group—as well as from subjects in the training group who do not respond well to this task—regarding their cross-Assessment change in garden-path recovery.

3. By contrast, responders on the three other training tasks, which do not target this important cognitive control function by design, should behave similarly to untrained controls and the non-responders on those tasks in terms of cross-Assessment performance in syntactic ambiguity resolution. This should be the case if and only if the other training tasks do not tap (or, at least, tap less of) the proposed underlying EF shared by the n-back-with-lures task and syntactic ambiguity resolution (i.e., conflict resolution).

**METHOD**

**Subjects**

Healthy native-English-speaking subjects were randomly assigned to a training or no-contact control group. Thirty-three participants were excluded from analyses (16 from the training group) for failing to complete all study phases. The final participant group comprised 43 individuals (training group: N = 21, 15 women, M\_age = 21.1 years, age range = 18–39 years, M\_education = 14 years; control group: N = 22, 15 women, M\_age = 21.8 years, age range = 18–36 years, M\_education = 14.29 years). None of the subjects had a history of neurological disorders, stroke or learning disabilities, and no one reported taking medications to correct problems related to neuropsychological or neuropsychiatric impairment. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and hearing.

**Design**

A double-blind pre/posttest design was used; accordingly, neither subjects nor experimenters knew subjects’ condition assignments. Different moderators held training and Assessment sessions in separate labs so that the experimenter who collected the Assessment data was blind to the condition to which each subject had been assigned. Additionally, because subjects in the experimental and control
conditions never interacted, they were in principle blind to each other’s condition and unaware of the differences between them. The experimental group visited the training lab for 20 one-hour sessions in the three-to-six weeks (M = 4.9 weeks) intervening pretest (Assessment 1) and posttest (Assessment 2). Importantly, training did not involve practising syntactic ambiguity resolution or reading of any kind. Thus, any demonstrated effects of transfer might reasonably be attributed to improvements in domain-general processes, rather than to extra experience practising linguistic- or syntactic-specific processes. Control participants received no contact during this interval (see Chein & Morrison, 2010; Jaeggi et al., 2008), but the interim between their assessments was also three to six weeks (M = 5.1 weeks), matched to the training group.

During each assessment, participants completed 14 short cognitive tasks and a reading task testing syntactic ambiguity resolution. We consider here data from only the syntactic ambiguity resolution task, as the additional cognitive assessments addressed independent research questions related to crystallised and fluid intelligence (and will therefore be reported elsewhere). Moreover, these other assessments were conducted and led by other researchers, and were largely completed during a separate task-administration session. None of the other cognitive assessments involved psycholinguistic tasks of any type. Each assessment battery was administered across two 2-hour sessions that were completed on different days within a two-week period.2

Training tasks

In the interval between assessments, subjects in the training group completed 20 hours of practice on eight tasks, four of which were working memory tasks with EF characteristics designed to tax and improve their ability to regulate attention. A battery of four EF tasks was used in order to tap a broad array of executive-control functions (see below), to test if gains on any particular training task(s) with emphasis on specific EF properties (e.g., conflict resolution) could significantly predict ambiguity-resolution improvements vs. others. These four EF tasks were programmed in our laboratory, and were developed based on paradigms commonly used in the neurocognitive literature. These included a letter n-back task with lures in non-n positions (targeting conflict/interference-resolution processes); an auditory letter running-span task (targeting the capacity of attentional focus; see Bunting, Cowan, & Saults, 2006); an LNS task (a complex span task targeting the manipulation of verbal stimuli in working memory); and a block span task (a complex span task targeting visual–spatial working memory). Previous research has implicated the recruitment of regions within left VLPFC during non-training versions of n-back with lures (Gray et al., 2003; Owen et al., 2005) and some versions of running span (Postle, Berger, Goldstein, Curtis, & D’Esposito, 2001; see General Discussion). Posit Science contributed the remaining four training tasks from their brain-fitness software packages (Brain Fitness Program, Version 2.1; Insight, Version 1.1). These included “jewel-diver” (targeting divided attention through visual-tracking of multiple objects),

2All subjects also completed a third assessment, which occurred three months following Assessment 2 without additional training for the experimental group. Assessments 1 and 2 were of primary interest, as performance at Assessment 2 measured the immediate effects of training vs. Assessment 1 (Assessment 2 was completed approximately one week after trainees finished the regimen). Assessment 3 was included to evaluate maintenance of training effects primarily for the non-syntactic measures of cognitive function (i.e., the assessments of fluid and crystallised intelligence). We do not include Assessment 3 data, as they do not bear on our central hypotheses.
“match-it” (targeting the ability to match auditory and visual representations of a phoneme), “sound-replay” (targeting phoneme categorisation and discrimination) and “listen-and-do” (targeting the ability to follow auditory instructions). 3

Four tasks were administered per training session for approximately 15 minutes each. Over the 20 sessions, each task was repeated 10 times, and task difficulty adapted dynamically to individual levels to keep participants continually on the threshold of their best performance. Task order was the same for all participants. We describe the four EF tasks briefly below.

**N-back**

Sets of 25 single letters were displayed serially and participants indicated by button press whether the current letter had appeared \( n \) items previously. For example, if given the sequence H-B-K-H in a three-back condition, the second H would be a “target”; in the sequence H-B-K-T, the T would be a “non-target” because it does not match the three-back stimulus, H. Our version of n-back was intended to train conflict/interference-resolution mechanisms by including “lure” trials—recently presented letters that occurred either immediately before \((n-1)\) or after \((n+1)\) the \( n \)th-back item (Kane, Conway, Miura, & Colflesh, 2007; see also Burgess, Gray, Conway, & Braver, 2011; Gray et al., 2003). For example, if given the sequence H-B-H-D-K in a three-back condition, the second H would be a lure (an \( n-1 \) lure) because it was a two-back, not a three-back, stimulus. Thus, subjects would have to respond “non-target” to this item. Because lures did not appear in the specified \( n \)-back location, participants had to override a tendency to respond based on familiarity alone and resolve the conflict between the correct representation and a familiar, but incorrect one (see General Discussion). Participants encountered three lure levels before \( n \) increased: no lures, \( n+1 \) lures only, and both \( n+1 \) and \( n-1 \) lures. Task difficulty increased when participants achieved at least 85% accuracy by first increasing lure level incrementally and then by increasing \( n \). Task difficulty decreased if participants fell below 65% accuracy, again by first decreasing the lure level and then by decreasing \( n \). Difficulty values reflected both the value of \( n \) and the lure level.

**Running span**

Anywhere from 12 to 20 letters were presented auditorily in a continuous stream. Each string ended unpredictably, after which participants immediately had to recall the last \( n \) items from a fleeting auditory memory store. Initially, \( n = 2 \) and \( n \) increased after participants successfully satisfied the criteria for progression at each of three presentation rates: 1000, 750 and 500 ms. If a participant achieved a 100% accuracy on four successive trials, then presentation rate increased in increments of 250 ms to a maximum rate of 500 ms. If the presentation rate was already 500 ms, then \( n \) increased by 1, and the presentation rate slowed to 1000 ms. If mean accuracy dropped to 25% or below, then task difficulty decreased by slowing the presentation rate by 250 ms; if

---

3The four commercial Posit tasks primarily targeted low-level perceptual functions, and were included not because of any expected relation to syntactic ambiguity resolution, but because of theoretical overlap with the other pre-/post-cognitive assessments that subjects completed. The link between the Posit tasks and the other assessments addresses entirely separate research questions beyond the scope of—and unrelated to—the work presented in this paper. We mention them because subjects in the training group completed them during the interval between assessments, but hereafter we limit further discussion and analysis of these tasks because they will be reported in full elsewhere.
the presentation rate was already 1000 ms, then $n$ decreased by 1. Difficulty values reflected both the value of $n$ and the presentation rate.

**Letter–number sequencing (LNS)**

Pseudo-randomised sets of one or more sequences of interleaved letters and digits were presented visually. Participants were instructed to recall the numbers in ascending order first, followed by the letters in alphabetical order, separately for each set sequence. The number of items within a sequence and the number of successive sequences presented before recall adapted to participant performance. If participants performed perfectly on four consecutive sets, the task increased in difficulty first by incrementally increasing the number of characters per sequence from two to six, and then by increasing the number of sequences per set from one to six. If participants completed less than two consecutive sets correctly, then the task decreased in difficulty by first reducing the number of characters per sequence followed by the number of sequences per set. Difficulty values reflected both the number of sequences per set and the number of blocks per sequence.

**Block span**

Sets of one or more sequences of shaded blocks were presented in a $4 \times 4$ grid. After each set was presented, participants were instructed to recall the block locations for each sequence in the order of presentation. Initially, a set consisted of only one sequence of two blocks. If participants had perfect recall for four consecutive sets, then task difficulty increased first by incrementally boosting the number of blocks per sequence from two to five, followed by the number of sequences per set from one to six. Task difficulty decreased if participants completed less than two of four sets correctly by first decreasing the number of blocks per sequence and then the number of sequences per set. Difficulty values reflected both the number of sequences per set and the number of blocks per sequence.

**Transfer task: Syntactic ambiguity resolution**

We developed separate but complementary versions of the ambiguity-resolution task so that participants never saw the same materials across assessments. Twenty-four verbs that could be used both transitively or reflexively (e.g., “hid”) were borrowed from Christianson et al. (2006) and were used to create 12 ambiguous and 12 unambiguous sentences per assessment (see examples 1 and 2 above). At each assessment, these 24 items were embedded within 90 filler sentences (borrowed directly from Christianson et al., 2006, personal communication), which did not contain syntactic ambiguities and sampled a variety of constructions to draw attention away from the ambiguity manipulation. This variety included transitive structures that resembled the experimental items but removed any critical temporary indeterminacy (e.g., “While the father prepared the burgers he covered them with pepper”; “The exterminator entered the school while the cockroaches scurried”). For each assessment, two lists were created: if an item in one list was ambiguous, it was unambiguous in its counterpart list. List administration was pseudorandom and counterbalanced across participants and assessments. Thus, each reflexive/transitive verb appeared only once per assessment. If a participant saw a particular verb in an ambiguous construction at Assessment 1, that verb appeared in an unambiguous construction at Assessment 2 in a different sentence. Hence, while verbs repeated, they did so only
across assessments and appeared in new contexts and ambiguous/unambiguous frames.

A comprehension question about the correct reflexive interpretation was presented following every sentence. For ambiguous items, this meant that the questions probed for lingering effects of ambiguity and thus failure to revise and arrive at the correct interpretation (Christianson et al., 2006). For instance, in order to correctly answer “Did the thief hide himself?”, readers were forced to override the initially favoured transitive analysis. The same question was presented for the unambiguous versions of an item. Thus, for all ambiguous and unambiguous items, the correct response was “yes”. However, correct “yes” and “no” responses were balanced across the 114 total items (ambiguous, unambiguous, filler) at a given assessment.

**Apparatus**

Eye movements were recorded using an EyeLink 1000 eye-tracker (SR Research), with vertical and horizontal eye positions sampled every millisecond. Stimuli were presented via the UMass Amherst EyeTrack 0.7.10 Software (http://www.psych.umass.edu/eyelab/software/).

Participants were situated in the Eyelink’s forehead and chin rests. Viewing was binocular but the system was set to monocular recording. The eye-tracker was calibrated to an average spatial-resolution error of 0.50° or less and recalibrated as needed. Eye-movement data were excluded from one participant who could not be calibrated (an untrained control subject).

Each trial began with a fixation box in the position of where the leftmost character of the sentence would appear. Once a subject fixated this box, the sentence appeared automatically, replacing the fixation box; this procedure served as a trial-by-trial calibration check. Each sentence was presented in its entirety on a single line. Participants were instructed to read each sentence at a comfortable pace and press a button when finished to advance to the comprehension question, to which they responded “yes” or “no” via button press. Before the experiment, participants completed 10 practice trials to ensure that they understood the procedure. Total task time averaged 40 minutes (range = 25–50 minutes), including recalibration and a scheduled break.

**ANALYSIS AND RESULTS**

Analysis of the training data revealed that participants showed the expected improvement on the four in-house training tasks (average effect size, Cohen’s $d = 1.7$). However, did training gains transfer to syntactic ambiguity resolution?

**Accuracy data**

**Analysis**

Using multiple regression, we examined the relation between individual training gains and cross-assessment improvement in syntactic ambiguity resolution with training task as a factor, to understand the nature of the *continuous* relation between training improvement and transfer on a subject-by-subject basis. Crucially, this analysis allowed insight into whether trainees’ gains on certain intervention tasks significantly predicted performance gains in garden-path recovery.
Following the multiple regression analysis, we report cluster analyses that identified responders and non-responders on each of the four training tasks; we then entered these discrete responsiveness variables into multilevel mixed-effects models to test for Group-by-Assessment interactions, to determine if the responders’ ambiguity-resolution improvements differed reliably from both the non-responders and the untrained controls, who provided no training data between reading assessments. We conducted multilevel mixed-effects models using R’s lmer function (lme4 library, Bates & Sarkar, 2007) due to their appropriateness for handling categorical data (see Jaeger, 2008). All accuracy data were first transformed using an empirical (e)logit function to correct potential problems related to heterogeneity of variance (see equation 5 in the study of Barr, 2008). For clarity, untransformed data are reported and illustrated in the figures. (Transformations did not result in any change in data patterns or significance values.) Such mixed-effects models were used both to statistically evaluate any test–retest improvement in the conditions of interest and to examine whether any reliable differences emerged among the groups (responders, non-responders, controls; see below) in test–retest changes. For all statistical models, subjects and items were crossed as random intercepts (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008; Jaeger, 2008; Quéné & van den Bergh, 2008). In each analysis reported, we evaluated whether both random slopes and intercepts improved the fit of the models. Corrected Akaike information criteria (AICc; see Burnham & Anderson, 2004) were used to determine whether the best-fitting model included random slopes. In every case, only random intercepts improved model fit (see AICc’s in Tables A1 and A2 in Appendix A); therefore, all models that we report in the main text exclude random slope terms (but see Appendix A for models where slope terms are included for comparison).

Results

To determine first, as a manipulation check, whether our ambiguous materials imposed the hypothesised difficulty compared to unambiguous items, we fit the accuracy data for Assessment 1 only, crossing Subjects and Items as random effects and including sentence type (ambiguous, unambiguous) as the critical fixed factor. The best-fitting mixed-effects model included a reliable effect of sentence type, revealing significantly more errors in ambiguous (41%) than unambiguous (10%) conditions (z = 11.85; p < .001). This suggests that our ambiguous materials provoked the expected difficulty in interpretation-recovery at Assessment 1. Accordingly, we tested if training gains predicted improvements in garden-path recovery from Assessment 1 to Assessment 2 using multiple regression.

Relating garden-path recovery improvement to training responsiveness: Multiple regression results. Because participants in a training group typically achieve different levels of training performance (cf. Chein & Morrison, 2010; Jaeggi et al., 2011), we investigated whether training gains on the four in-house intervention tasks—computed by subtracting subjects’ first-session performance from their final-session performance—were related to individual levels of garden-path recovery improvement, an approach consistent with prior training studies. Given that the regimen targeted a range of EFs (see Method), this analysis also permitted scrutiny of the specific training tasks that reliably forecasted gains in ambiguity resolution, thereby providing insight into whether practising particular EFs contributed to increased sentence-reinterpretation abilities vs. others.

Entering training task as an independent factor while controlling for training gains, we conducted a multiple regression analysis testing for the continuous relationship...
between performance increases on the four intervention tasks and post-intervention improvement in accuracy to comprehension questions following syntactically ambiguous sentences (the dependent variable). We ran separate models for ambiguous and unambiguous data because we maintained the a priori hypothesis that training-mediated differences should occur only in the high-conflict, ambiguous condition, whereas no such effects were expected in the unambiguous condition. Interestingly, as hypothesised, the n-back task was the only training task to result in a main effect of comprehension accuracy improvement on ambiguous items ($b = -.37, t(71) = -2.11, p < .05$; all other main effects: $ps > .16$). No training tasks accounted for such an effect in unambiguous items ($ps > .38$). Crucially, the interaction of training gains-by-training task nearly reached significance for the n-back task only ($b = .19, t(71) = 1.92, p = .05$; the analysis of covariance interaction terms for the remaining training tasks: $ps > .11$), indicating that accuracy improvement on ambiguous sentences depends on performance increases on this task in particular. (Notably, there was sufficient variance in how responsive the trained group was for the three non-n-back tasks; see cluster analyses below for LNS, block span and running span. Nevertheless, gains-by-task interactions still were not observed). An interactive relationship did not emerge for unambiguous items for any training task ($ps > .38$). Taken together, these results suggest that the greater improvement achieved through consistent practice with the n-back task, the more improvement achieved on a far-transfer task of syntactic ambiguity resolution. As hypothesised, we believe that this selective correspondence is due to shared processing attributes (i.e., conflict resolution) across n-back-with-lures and garden-path recovery (see General Discussion).

The multiple regression analysis allowed us to use responsiveness as a continuous variable to understand test–retest changes in garden-path recovery as they relate to performance increases on the four training tasks; we observed that only n-back gains reliably predicted garden-path recovery improvements. However, we cannot perform a similar analysis including untrained controls because this group had no inter-assessment data on which to base such a responsiveness variable. On the other hand, multilevel mixed-effects models allow us to directly compare controls to trainees.

Because the multiple regression analysis revealed important individual differences in responsiveness on the n-back training task, we employed hierarchical cluster analyses to statistically separate individual trainees who showed gains on this task from those who did not. This served to confirm the relation between n-back training gains and improvements in garden-path recovery and ultimately allowed us to compare both subgroups to the untrained subjects (thus further probing the interaction observed in the regression analysis for this task separately). Cluster analyses are a novel approach to examining individual differences in training responsiveness, as prior studies have either tested for correlations between training gains and transfer effects (Chein & Morrison, 2010), or used a median split to define training responders and non-responders (Jaeggi et al., 2011) when evaluating how training variability relates to transfer success. In previous research, responders and non-responders have usually been analysed separately in terms of transfer effects, rather than being statistically evaluated against each other. Here, we entered the cluster-defined responsiveness variable into a larger mixed-effects model to allow the model to determine whether a Group-by-Assessment interaction provided the best fit of the garden-path accuracy data, where the Group factor contained three levels: responders, non-responders and untrained controls. In other words, the mixed effects comparisons allowed us to ascertain whether the responders’ accuracy reliably
improved and if this improvement was significantly different from the other two groups.

N-back cluster analysis results: Identifying responsive trainees and non-responsive trainees. We identified individuals who responded well to the n-back task with a model-based cluster analysis using R’s mclust function (mclust library, Fraley & Raftery, 2011), which implements maximum likelihood estimation and Bayes criteria to identify the number of naturally occurring clusters of subjects given the distribution of an outcome measure (see Fraley & Raftery, 2002). This analysis was conducted for n-back performance using training gains as the primary index of training responsiveness, where gains were computed by subtracting each participant’s initial training-session performance from his or her final training-session performance (see also Jaeggi et al., 2011). This analysis identified two clusters of subjects—13 “responders” (6 women, $M_{age}=22.4$ years; age range = 19–39 years, $M_{education}=14.6$ years) and 7 “non-responders” (6 women, $M_{age}=20.5$ years, age range = 18–34 years, $M_{education}=14.2$ years). As shown in Figure 1, this particular responder/non-responder distinction demonstrates wide variability in terms of subjects’ performance curves throughout the course of n-back training, an illustration that was confirmed by an analysis of variance (ANOVA). One-sample ANOVAs were conducted to compare the two clusters in

![Figure 1. N-back performance curves by training session for responders and non-responders.](image)
terms of improvement; in general, the clusters reliably diverged on a range of dependent measures, including (1) mean $n$-back training score over all 10 training sessions, (2) $n$-back gains from session-to-session as indexed by slope, (3) $n$-back gains from session 1 to session 10 (i.e., the measure by which the clusters were defined) and (4) final $n$-back session score. Importantly, responders did not differ from non-responders at the onset of training as reflected by session 1 $n$-back score (see upper panel of Table 1). Taken together, this suggests that the cluster analysis segregated subjects into two meaningfully, systematically and significantly different groups.

Garden-path recovery improvement in responders vs. non-responders vs. untrained controls: Mixed-effects model results. We compared test–retest performance across Assessments 1 and 2 to evaluate if the “responders” showed selective improvement in pre-/post-garden-path recovery performance that was statistically different from that of untrained subjects and “non-responsive” trainees who did not demonstrate gains on $n$-back. To do this, we fit the data for ambiguous and unambiguous materials in separate mixed-effects models with subjects and items as crossed random effects and both Assessment (1 vs. 2) and Group ($n$-back responders vs. non-responders vs. untrained controls) as fixed categorical factors, using the results of the above cluster analysis to determine the levels of each fixed Group factor. As we did for the multiple regression analysis earlier, we ran separate models for ambiguous and unambiguous data because we hypothesised a priori that training-mediated differences should occur

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Performance measures of responders and non-responders across the four training tasks. Groups were defined by a two-component cluster analysis (see text)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task: n-back</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All trainees</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responders</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-responders</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responders vs. non-responders (F-value)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task: LNS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All trainees</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responders</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-responders</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responders vs. non-responders (F-value)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task: running span</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All trainees</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responders</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-responders</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responders vs. non-responders (F-value)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task: block span</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All trainees</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responders</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-responders</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responders vs. non-responders (F-value)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Block span responders and non-responders differ at training-session 1, and LNS responders and non-responders show only a marginal difference in average training performance. $^*$p < .06, $^*p < .05$, $**p < .01$, $***p < .001$. 
only in the high-conflict, ambiguous condition, whereas no such effects were expected in the unambiguous condition. Again, a categorical independent variable was used in lieu of a continuous measure of training responsiveness because untrained controls had no analogous measure of inter-assessment gains (i.e., this group received no contact between assessments and therefore had no training data to contribute).

We first tested if there were any unexpected differences across the three groups in terms of syntactic ambiguity-resolution performance at Assessment 1. The best fitting mixed-effects model of Assessment 1 accuracy performance when Group and sentence type were input as fixed factors included only sentence type as a reliable fixed factor (z-value = 8.89, p < .001). That Group as a fixed effect did not improve the model fit indicates, importantly, equivalent performance among responders, non-responders and untrained controls prior to intervention.

When analysing cross-Assessment changes in accuracy, there were main effects of both Assessment and Group and a significant Group-by-Assessment interaction for the

| TABLE 2 | Significant fixed effects from the best fitting mixed-effects models of comprehension accuracy data, testing for an Assessment (1 vs. 2) by Group (responders vs. non-responders vs. untrained controls) interaction separately for ambiguous and unambiguous items on each of the four training tasks |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Significant model parameters    | Beta estimate   | SE              | Z-value         |
| **Task: n-back**                |                 |                 |                 |
| Ambiguous                       |                 |                 |                 |
| Intercept                       | 0.79            | 0.31            | 2.59*           |
| Assessment                      | -0.44           | 0.20            | -2.16*          |
| Group (responders)              | 1.05            | 0.51            | 2.07*           |
| Assessment × group (responders) | -0.73           | 0.37            | -1.98*          |
| Unambiguous                     |                 |                 |                 |
| Intercept                       | 2.82            | 0.32            | 8.92***         |
| **Task: LNS**                   |                 |                 |                 |
| Ambiguous                       |                 |                 |                 |
| Intercept                       | 0.78            | 0.30            | 2.58**          |
| Assessment                      | -0.42           | 0.20            | -2.06*          |
| **Task: running span**          |                 |                 |                 |
| Ambiguous                       |                 |                 |                 |
| Intercept                       | 0.78            | 0.30            | 2.58**          |
| Assessment                      | -0.42           | 0.20            | -2.05*          |
| Unambiguous                     |                 |                 |                 |
| Intercept                       | 2.81            | 0.31            | 9.047***        |
| Group (non-responders)          | 1.27            | 0.57            | 2.23*           |
| **Task: block span**            |                 |                 |                 |
| Ambiguous                       |                 |                 |                 |
| Intercept                       | 0.78            | 0.31            | 2.56*           |
| Assessment                      | -0.42           | 0.20            | -2.08*          |
| Unambiguous                     |                 |                 |                 |
| Intercept                       | 2.81            | 0.32            | 8.89***         |

Notes: When main effects or interactions do not appear in the table, these terms did not reliably improve the fit of the model. Subjects and items were input into the models as crossed random effects. Excluding random slopes yielded better fits of every model, as indexed by lower AICc values for models without random slopes as compared to those with random slopes (see Table A1 in Appendix A). Thus the best-fitting models without slopes are reported here. *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.
ambiguous ($p < 0.05$) but not the unambiguous sentences (see shaded panel of Table 2). To investigate this interaction further, we fit the data for each group separately, crossing subjects and items as random effects and including assessment (1 vs. 2) as a fixed factor. This revealed a significant main effect of Assessment for successfully trained subjects (i.e., $n$-back responders; $z = -3.68, p < .001$), but not for subjects in the untrained control condition ($z = -1.51, p > .13$) or the non-responder subgroup ($z = 0.83, p > .40$), such that only the intercept was reliable in the models for these two latter groups.

Crucially, there was no such interaction for unambiguous sentences across sessions; indeed, the best-fitting model included only the intercept suggesting that the fixed factors did not account for accuracy patterns in unambiguous items (see shaded panel of Table 2). Figure 2 illustrates the magnitude of accuracy change across assessments for each group on ambiguous and unambiguous sentences; as can be seen, responders’ accuracy increases most on comprehension questions following ambiguous sentences ($M = 16.67\%$), compared to non-responders ($M = -3.57\%$) and untrained controls ($M = 7.20\%$), who do not differ reliably in performance to ambiguous items across assessments. As expected, none of the groups demonstrate a cross-Assessment change in accuracy for unambiguous items; however, it is important to note that there was little room for change in this condition given that accuracy performance was near ceiling at Assessment 1.

Alongside the multiple regression patterns, these findings suggest that there may be important individual differences concerning who may benefit most from training—particularly from the conflict-resolution functions practised through our version of $n$-back (see General Discussion)—and, therefore, who should be expected to demonstrate reliable transfer to untrained measures of syntactic ambiguity resolution (see Jaeggi et al., 2011).

![Figure 2](image-url)

**Figure 2.** Change from Assessment 1 to Assessment 2 in comprehension accuracy rates split by Group (untrained controls, $n$-back non-responders and $n$-back responders). The large positive difference score for $n$-back responders (see text) reflects that this subgroup had significantly better accuracy at Assessment 2 than at Assessment 1 for ambiguous items only, an increase that was reliably different from untrained subjects’ and non-responders’ performance changes (i.e., a Group by Assessment interaction). Error bars reflect $\pm 1$ SEM.
The relation between \( n \)-back training improvement and garden-path recovery gains is likely due to performance gains on the shared underlying conflict-resolution process. However, one possible interpretation of the results thus far is that successful trainees are not responding to the \( n \)-back task in particular, but rather that this subgroup merely enjoys a better capacity to learn generally from experience. Such a sharper ability to learn could, in principle, underlie both \( n \)-back improvement and greater test–retest improvement on syntactic ambiguity resolution. Although the results of the multiple regression analysis are suggestive against the “better learner” interpretation (because garden-path accuracy improvements depended selectively on individual training gains on the \( n \)-back task), it is possible that \( n \)-back responders were also the responders on the three other training task, but that those tasks did not permit sufficient variation in performance increases to observe any transfer effects.

To evaluate this possibility, we conducted additional cluster analyses to identify responders and non-responders on LNS, running span and block span. The results showed that there was in fact significant performance variability on these three training tasks, but that \( n \)-back responders did not necessarily also respond well to them, indicating that this subgroup was not selected for being better learners in general. Moreover, entering this responsiveness variable for the three other training tasks into mixed-effects models revealed that, as expected, increases on those tasks did not result in a Group-by-Assessment interaction regarding garden-path-recovery improvements, patterning with the non-significant contributions of each in the multiple regression model.

**Responsiveness to other training tasks: Additional cluster analyses and mixed-effects models.** We identified responders and non-responders to the three other training tasks (LNS, block span and running span) using the same model-based cluster analysis outlined previously for \( n \)-back. The goal of this analysis was twofold: (1) to determine if the group of responders identified for the \( n \)-back task necessarily comprises the same individuals who responded well to the other training tasks; and (2) to test whether responders on the other training tasks demonstrated a reliably greater improvement in sentence re-interpretation ability across assessments as compared to non-responders and untrained subjects. The second goal is particularly critical when entertaining a process-specific account of the present results, such that other tasks not designed to tap the EF of interest (conflict resolution) should confer little pre-/post-benefit to syntactic reanalysis, or resolution of incompatible interpretations.

A model-based cluster analysis yielded only a single cluster for the LNS and running span tasks (\( N_s = 21 \)), and three separate clusters for the block span task (non-responder group A: \( n = 2 \); non-responder group B: \( n = 8 \); responder group: \( n = 9 \)). Because the model-based cluster analyses of LNS and running span gains did not reveal distinct groups of subjects, we employed an alternative cluster-analytic method whereby the model must create a specific number of distinct clusters by maximising the distance between them, such that the most similarly performing individuals coalesce within a cluster. Since we aimed to identify two broad clusters of individuals (responders and non-responders), we used a two-component clustering approach. The bottom three panels of Table 1 show that, by and large, the responder/non-responder groups did not differ in performance scores at the first training session (except for block span), but did reliably diverge in terms of average training performance, final-session score, training gains and performance slope. Together this indicates that the
two-component clustering approach consistently defined two groups of subjects for each task that differed significantly on various measures of training responsiveness. To address whether n-back responders were also classified as “responders” on other tasks in the training regimen, we tallied the number of training tasks on which each participant was considered a responder. Figure 3 illustrates trainees’ propensity for general “responder” status given their n-back performance. First, it is important to note in the figure that, indeed, the clusters of responders and non-responders identified across the four training tasks do not systematically overlap, that is, subjects showing improvements on the n-back training task may not have performed well on the other training tasks. In fact, most n-back responders (54%) were considered responders on only one of the other training tasks (out of three), and none of the other training tasks assumed n-back responsiveness.

Figure 3. Responsiveness on the three other training tasks assuming n-back responsiveness. Responsiveness to each training task was defined by the output of a two-component cluster analysis (see text). Subjects varied in their ability to improve consistently across the other training tasks, irrespective of n-back gains, suggesting that n-back responders are not necessarily general-purpose learners. The x-axis depicts the number of other, non-n-back tasks that a trainee responded to based upon n-back responsiveness. It does not depict the total number of tasks to which a trainee responded. The “0” column, for example, shows that three n-back responders responded to 0 other tasks, and (only) 1 n-back non-responder did not respond to anything else.

When applying this forced two-cluster approach to n-back performance data, the model identified the same individuals as responders (n = 13) and non-responders (n = 7) as previously categorised, replicating the model-based approach sketched in the main text above. This was also true for Block Span, except that the two subjects identified in the lowest-performing group were clustered here with the other non-responders into a single non-responder group, resulting in the following two clusters: responders (n = 9) and non-responders (n = 10).
n-back responders were responders on all training tasks (Figure 3). Moreover, three n-back responders (23%) were actually non-responders on LNS, block span and running span. This pattern suggests that the n-back/garden-path recovery relation does not simply index a superior ability to learn, reflected commonly across improved performance on these two tasks. The reason is that one would expect those with a better or faster capacity to learn to demonstrate this capacity across all tasks. Instead, as hypothesised and demonstrated below, the relationship observed between n-back gains and a significantly improved ability to resolve temporary syntactic ambiguity was selective, which we believe reflects a positive response to practising the EF functions common to n-back and garden-path recovery, rather than a sharper capacity to learn in general.

Second, we conducted multilevel mixed-effects models to test whether responders to the three other training tasks we developed (which tapped different EFs than n-back by design; see Method and General Discussion) showed reliably better garden-path-recovery improvement across assessments than untrained controls and non-responders to those tasks. If not, then this would confirm the selectivity of—and suggest a special status for—n-back training in terms of its ability to tap and improve those domain-general EFs that are shared with sentence re-interpretation. As before, we fit the data for ambiguous and unambiguous materials separately with subjects and items as crossed random effects and entered both Assessment (1 vs. 2) and Group (responders vs. non-responders vs. untrained controls) as fixed categorical variables for each of the three other training tasks, as identified by the various task-specific two-component cluster analyses.

As can be seen in the three lower panels of Table 2, there was a reliable fixed effect of Assessment for ambiguous items for the three other training tasks (LNS, block span and running span), but no Group-by-Assessment interactions. Moreover, the best fitting models for unambiguous sentences included only the intercept for all tasks with the exception of running span (wherein non-responders differed from untrained controls and responders on accuracy to unambiguous sentences). Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, treating gains on these tasks as continuous variables in a multiple regression analysis—instead of forcing two categorical clusters of subjects—revealed that no task apart from n-back reliably predicted a relationship between garden-path gains and training gains. Taken together, the mixed-effects models and regression analysis may further reveal the importance of n-back training with lures, due to the conflict-resolution processes that are common to resolving temporary syntactic ambiguities.

Although we find this selectivity for n-back with lures, it is likely that this training task includes other working memory and EFs besides conflict resolution that are also shared with garden-path recovery, such as attention maintenance and memory updating. We merely wish to highlight that, whereas the other training tasks also involve attention maintenance and memory updating, n-back is the only task designed to target conflict resolution, which is why it is our task of interest. This is not intended to imply that n-back with lures recruits no other cognitive processes of relevance.
Moreover, despite the lack of transfer from the three other training tasks, we cannot exclude the possibility that they did not contribute anything to the observed transfer effects. We return to these important issues in the General Discussion.

**Eye movement data**

**Analysis**

Changes in eye-movement patterns were selective and demonstrated better real-time reanalysis of temporary ambiguities post-training, corroborating and extending the patterns observed for changes in accuracy with respect to \( n \)-back responders. Our primary reading measure of interest was regression-path time, which reflects the total time individuals take to read past a particular region, beginning with the eyes’ first entry into that region from the left, until exiting that region rightward (see, e.g., Stewart, Pickering, & Sturt, 2004; Sturt, Scheepers, & Pickering, 2002). This measure considers leftward eye movements after encountering a region, when readers regress to reread earlier information, before moving on. Regression-path time thus reveals reading behaviour directly after a reader’s first encounter with a particular region.

As Stewart and colleagues argue, regression-path reading time is a valuable gauge of processing difficulty, perhaps even better than first-pass times. The reason is that readers frequently fixate a region before instantly regressing leftward; this initial fixation may therefore be short, resulting in a measurable but necessarily small first-pass cost, despite readers’ experience of uncertainty or confusion (Stewart et al., 2004). When this occurs, significant evidence of processing difficulty should materialise in regression-path times, as this measure is responsive to both the length and frequency of regressions, thereby indexing revision cost and reanalysis (Sturt et al., 2002). Overall, this measure allows us to account for how long it takes a reader to pass a region of conflict (see below), and to determine how the associated processing difficulty changes as a function of training responsiveness. In other words, does the time-course of responders’ reading behaviour improve (i.e., reduce in duration) immediately following a first entry into a region of conflict?

Because regression-path time is susceptible to exaggeration from eye movements to the left side of the screen—for instance, in preparation for a subsequent comprehension question—we truncated analysis at the final word of the sentence for any trial during which participants launched a leftward eye movement from that point, but did not then launch any rightward eye movements to continue re-reading the sentence. As our disambiguating region was always sentence-final (see Table 3, which defines the sentence regions), this truncation method was implemented to exclude extraneous regressions that were not associated with returning to later regions to continue processing the sentence.

| TABLE 3 |
| Sentences were divided into four regions for fine-grain analysis. Note that for ambiguous items, Region 4 is the critical disambiguating region |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentence type</th>
<th>Region 1</th>
<th>Region 2</th>
<th>Region 3</th>
<th>Region 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguous</td>
<td>While the thief hid</td>
<td>the jewelry</td>
<td>that was elegant and expensive</td>
<td>sparked brightly, while the thief hid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unambiguous</td>
<td>The jewelry</td>
<td>that was elegant and expensive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Given the evidence thus far that the \( n \)-back training task was the only one to yield performance differences that resulted in the relevant Group-by-Assessment interaction for the accuracy data, we mirrored the mixed-effects analysis for the eye-movement data to determine if regression-path durations patterned similarly. In other words, we report an analysis that compares reading behaviour from the performance subgroups on the \( n \)-back task, responders and non-responders, to the untrained controls. As with the accuracy data, we expected that responders’ reading latencies (following entry into a conflict region of ambiguous items) would shorten reliably, whereas the other groups’ reading behaviour would remain unchanged (the critical Group-by-Assessment interaction). Finally, responders to the three non-\( n \)-back tasks should demonstrate no significant change relative to non-responders and controls, concomitant with the accuracy findings.

We conducted analyses on correct trials only as a means of measuring eye-movement patterns during successful garden-path recovery, that is, when one would expect readers to make leftward saccades in search of information to help them revise. Similar to the analyses we conducted for accuracy data, a multilevel mixed-effects model was used to fit the data for ambiguous and unambiguous materials separately with subjects and items as crossed random effects. Both Assessment (1 vs. 2) and Group (responders vs. non-responders vs. untrained controls) were included as potential fixed factors, with Group levels being defined by the results of the separate cluster analyses reported earlier for the four training tasks.

Baayen et al. (2008) argue that Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations are useful for understanding the effects of each fixed parameter within mixed-effects models of continuous data, like the current regression-path-time data, because they handle missing data points well and provide numerical estimates of parameters that can be compared to those of a standard linear model. We analysed cross-Assessment changes associated with entering the disambiguating region (e.g., “sparkled brightly”) of ambiguous sentences first because this is the only region expected to trigger conflict-resolution functions, given the introduction of new evidence that is incompatible with a reader’s prior interpretation (Novick et al., 2005).

Results

Relating real-time processing changes to training responsiveness: Mixed-effects models. Table 4 shows the results of MCMC simulations for all mixed-effects models that fit the total regression-path data from Region 4, which is the disambiguating region in ambiguous sentences. In unambiguous sentences, Region 4 was examined as a comparison, to match the region of analysis to the position of the critical region in ambiguous sentences, which necessarily contains different semantic content.

For ambiguous items, the model that included \( n \)-back responsiveness and Assessment as fixed effects (shaded panel of Table 4) revealed that an Assessment-by-Group interaction emerged (\( t = 2.55, p < .05 \)), such that only \( n \)-back responders spent reliably less time passing this region at Assessment 2 vs. Assessment 1 (a difference of 640 ms), as compared to \( n \)-back non-responders (a 41-ms difference) and untrained subjects (a 57-ms difference) (see also Figure 4).

Additionally, in the comparable model of unambiguous items—i.e., for the final region (Region 4) of an unambiguous construction—no reliable fixed effects or interaction terms emerged (\( p > 0.37 \) for the Group-by-assessment interaction). More-
over, only the intercept was included for the other models that examined regression-path data launched from all other regions of both ambiguous and unambiguous sentences, including Region 3 of unambiguous sentences (ps > .17), which contained the same semantic content as the critical region of ambiguous sentences (e.g., “sparkled brightly”). (We did not create a table for the results of the mixed-effects models for the data in all other regions, but see Figure 4). Together this pattern indicates that the Group-by-Assessment interaction was selective for regression-path times stemming from the disambiguating region of ambiguous items, the region where conflict-resolution and controlled revision processes are hypothesised to engage. Importantly, at Assessment 1, mixed-effects models with Group as a fixed factor contained only the intercept as a reliable term for Region 4 of both ambiguous (t = 7.08, p < .001) and unambiguous sentences (t = 13.97, p < .001). That Group as a fixed effect did not significantly improve model fit suggests equivalent regression-path times across groups prior to training in this critical region (as well as in all other regions of both sentence types: ps > .39).

To further investigate the Group-by-Assessment interaction for ambiguous items, we fit the data for each group individually with subjects and items as crossed random
While the thief hid the jewelry that was elegant and expensive sparkled brightly.

Figure 4. Trainees’ and untrained controls’ regression-path times across assessments launched from each sentence region for ambiguous and unambiguous items. To remove the potential impact of outliers, we eliminated from analysis any per-region regression-path times that fell 2.5 standard deviations above or below a subject’s mean across all conditions. (This Winsorization procedure affected less than 2.4% of the overall data across all regions and sentence types.) Only correct trials were analysed (see text). The disambiguating region (e.g., “sparkled brightly”) was the only region in temporarily ambiguous sentences from which n-back responders spent reliably less time regressing to previous material at Assessment 2 (A). N-back non-responders (C) and untrained participants (E) demonstrated no significant change across assessments for ambiguous items in any region. Assessment 2 regression-path durations for responders are nominally shorter than the other groups following entry into the “sparkled brightly” region (154 ms shorter than non-responders and 317 ms shorter than untrained controls). Crucially, for unambiguous items, n-back responders (B), non-responders (D) and untrained controls (F) demonstrated no change in regression-path time from any region between assessments. Error bars reflect ±SEM.
effects and Assessment (1 vs. 2) as a fixed factor. This revealed a main effect of Assessment for responsive n-back trainees \((t = 4.27; p < .001)\), due to a drop in regression-path time associated with reading behaviour post-entry into the disambiguating region (and only the disambiguating region) across assessments; in contrast, only the intercept was reliable in models testing for the effect of Assessment in the disambiguating region among the untrained controls \((t = 1.69; p > .09)\) and trainees who did not demonstrate improvement on the n-back task \((t = 0.31; p > .75)\), suggesting that neither group showed reduced times at Assessment 2.

**Responsiveness to other training tasks: Additional mixed-effects models.** As can be seen in Table 4 (see also Table A2 in Appendix A), only the intercept was included in the comparable models evaluating performance of responders, non-responders and untrained controls on LNS, running span and block span for both ambiguous and unambiguous data. Thus, the Group-by-Assessment interaction failed to emerge for responders on the other training tasks, again indicating selective improvement for n-back responders and corroborating the interaction pattern we observed for the accuracy data (see three lower panels of Table 4). Said another way, the responders to each of the three other training tasks did not demonstrate any reading-time changes associated with the disambiguating region (or any other region) across assessments that were significantly different from the non-responders and untrained control subjects.

That the regression-path time of trainees who successfully improved on n-back was shorter following entry into the disambiguating region at Assessment 2 suggests that they had less difficulty recovering from confusion upon encountering late-arriving input that conflicts with their developing interpretation. Specifically, the time spent returning to earlier regions after encountering conflict—to obtain other evidence to facilitate revision—decreases after training as compared to before training. Again, no differences were found across assessments in any region of unambiguous items for any group, as expected.

**INTERIM DISCUSSION OF EYE-MOVEMENT DATA**

Because regression-path analyses were conducted on correct trials only, the pattern of results suggests that when n-back responders arrive at the correct interpretation, they are, as a group, doing so in less time than they did before training, decreasing the duration associated with regressing out of the region of conflict and eventually reading past it (but, see subject-by-subject analyses in Appendix B, which test for relations between accuracy and regression-path durations on an individual level). N-back responders’ improved accuracy and shorter regression-path times after encountering disambiguating evidence may reflect better controlled revision following training: when confronted with new evidence that conflicts with developing interpretations, readers who undergo EF training (specifically, those who respond well to training on the n-back-with-lures task) spend less time regressing to earlier material in order to recover successfully from their misanalysis, effectively gathering information more quickly to arrive at the correct sentence meaning. Although it would be difficult, in our opinion, to attribute n-back responders’ cross-Assessment changes launched from the disambiguating region to a better capacity to learn in general—because the changes occur following entry into the sentence region where information re-characterisation is precisely hypothesised to deploy—this learning interpretation is further discounted by the specificity of the interaction to n-back responders alone.
This again suggests that selective improvement in reading behaviour following entry into the disambiguating region is likely attributable to a positive response to consistent training on the n-back task, which shares EF processes with syntactic ambiguity resolution (see General Discussion).

Finally, given that the disambiguating region is always the final region of our ambiguous experimental sentences, another potential explanation for the present regression-path-time findings is that training attenuates “wrap-up” effects. These are typically marked by longer sentence-final or clause-final reading times and have been attributed to clausal integration rather than reanalysis (Just & Carpenter, 1980; Rayner, Kambe, & Duffy, 2000; but see Warren, White, & Reichle, 2009 who argue that construction difficulty does not drive such effects). We acknowledge that the eye-movement patterns associated with the final region might be affected by wrap-up as well as reanalysis. However, even if the eye-movement patterns are affected by sentence-final wrap-up, our critical results are specifically related to ambiguity, as the Group-by-Assessment interaction was not found for the sentence-final region of the unambiguous items (see text above as well as Table 4 and Figure 4). In other words, if n-back training affected readers’ ability to initiate sentence-final wrap-up, as opposed to their ability to deal with temporary ambiguity, then presumably such effects would have been found in unambiguous items as well.

**GENERAL DISCUSSION**

We ascribe n-back responders’ improved sentence reinterpretation to domain-general benefits of increased conflict-resolution abilities through training. The reading task completed at both assessments is, ostensibly, wildly different from the n-back task completed during intervention. Nevertheless, recovering correct interpretations following misanalysis relies on broad EFs that are shared across certain task types. Overall, we provide further supporting evidence that syntactic ambiguity resolution depends on domain-general cognitive control mechanisms, even in non-clinical populations. Our findings are a particularly strong addition to this line of research because most of the previous evidence has merely correlated neural activation patterns in response to cognitive control and garden-path tasks, or depended on pre-existing neuropathology to demonstrate a common deficit in syntactic and non-syntactic cognitive control abilities. Here, we directly manipulated EF through training to test its effect on syntactic ambiguity-resolution processes in neurologically intact adults. For those subjects in whom we successfully increased conflict resolution and cognitive control, we observed improvements in online and offline measures of garden-path recovery. For the first time, we show that garden-path recovery abilities are malleable in healthy young adults such that they can be improved by training the underlying EFs critical for revising misinterpretations, not just via practice with specific instances of ambiguous sentences. Notably, as hypothesised, performance increases on working memory tasks without the critical conflict-resolution feature are apparently insufficient to produce gains in syntactic ambiguity resolution (but may be necessary; see limitations and caveats below). The increases in syntactic ambiguity-resolution performance are closely related to n-back gains, importantly, and not due to preexisting differences in either garden-path recovery ability (all three groups performed equivalently at Assessment 1) or n-back ability (responders and non-responders performed equivalently at the first session of n-back training). Finally, our results speak to the role of regressive eye movements in garden-path recovery,
corroborating the notion that the regression-path measure in eye tracking may reflect the initiation of revision processes during real-time processing of syntactic ambiguity. Unique in this contribution is the result that readers may become less dependent on re-reading upon encountering conflicting evidence as their cognitive control becomes more efficient.

In particular, we demonstrated that subjects in the training group who achieved the greatest gains on the \( n \)-back training task, but not the other training tasks, subsequently showed better success at Assessment 2 (vs. Assessment 1) in recovering the correct alternative interpretation of temporarily ambiguous sentences susceptible to misanalysis. Furthermore, compared to the untrained group, and those in the training group who did not demonstrate consistent gains on \( n \)-back, the cross-Assessment performance change was reliably larger for the most successful trainees (responders), suggesting significantly increased accuracy to ambiguous items following the training regimen.

Equally compelling, this finding was accompanied by selectively shorter regression-path times launched from disambiguating regions where conflict-resolution processes are hypothesised to deploy. Together these findings suggest that syntactic ambiguity resolution is a plastic cognitive skill that may be adaptable by training regulatory functions common to syntactic and non-syntactic measures. Notably, sentence-reinterpretation accuracy improved, and regression-path time decreased, for successful \( n \)-back trainees only under ambiguous conditions, when readers had to adjust processing to initiate recovery (see also Appendix B). Because we hypothesised that EF training would transfer only to tasks requiring common underlying EF mechanisms, no training-related changes were expected—and none were found—under low EF demands, namely when reinterpretation was unnecessary and thus did not prompt recovery processes to initiate (i.e., in unambiguous conditions).

We have noted the selective nature of our training results several times, specifically that transfer benefits are observed (1) only for ambiguous sentences when examining comprehension accuracy and (2) only where revision processes are expected to be triggered when looking at regression-path time. Of course, with error rates of approximately 10% at Assessment 1 for unambiguous items, one could argue quite reasonably that such high performance was near ceiling (i.e., 90% accuracy), and therefore no change would be anticipated—or perhaps even possible—at Assessment 2. Moreover, although changes in eye-movement patterns following training occurred selectively after entering the disambiguating region of ambiguous sentences, it could be argued that training mediated the efficiency of handling processing difficulty, which would be greater in ambiguous than unambiguous sentences, rather than reinterpretation abilities per se. We must therefore be cautious in concluding that selective improvement in conflict resolution was the reason that our training regimen benefitted comprehension and real-time processing of ambiguous but not unambiguous sentences.

However, there are several reasons leading us to believe that the selectivity of our results is not due to ceiling effects. First, closer inspection of the error rates for unambiguous items at Assessment 2 shows some degree of individual variability. Average error proportions ranged from .059 to .11 across groups, with non-responders having the lowest error proportions after training, suggesting that individuals vary in their performance for these items at least nominally and may have some room to improve. Although one could potentially make the “ceiling” argument against our regression-path time results, it is nevertheless somewhat difficult to evaluate what ceiling performance might be. Certainly readers are bound to a lower reading-time
limit by how fast their eyes can move. But, judging by the sometimes-long regression-path times in Figure 4 (in both ambiguous and unambiguous sentences, depending on the region), it is uncertain that readers could not have read anything in less time at Assessment 2. Indeed, the figure reveals that aside from “sparkled brightly” (the disambiguating region in ambiguous sentences), reading times were quite similar between ambiguous and unambiguous sentences, when considering regions with the same content (as opposed to regions with the same position in the sentence). Notably, average regression-path times in the adjectival clause (e.g., “that was elegant and expensive”) were as long as one second in both sentence types, which seems to allow ample room for improvement, especially given that regression-path time is computed only when subjects regress out of the region, which need not occur at all. We believe, consequently, that it is rather informative that there were no test–retest differences in any region of unambiguous items regarding regression-path times for any group. It is equally informative that there were no test–retest differences in any region except following entry into the disambiguating region for n-back responders. Together, we believe these data patterns suggest an element of sensitivity and selectivity, such that performance improves only in regions associated with syntactic conflict.

The potential importance of a process-specific training approach

Why was the n-back task particularly critical in capturing training and transfer success across both dependent measures of interest, namely (1) accuracy to questions probing for persistent effects of misanalysis and thus a failure to revise; and (2) regression-path times launched selectively from the disambiguating region? One explanation is that n-back gains, and only n-back gains, were related to garden-path-recovery improvement because of the controlled processing needed to resolve among the conflicting representations generated by interference lures. In a standard n-back task, participants can rely on familiarity to correctly identify which letter is a target. However, the introduction of lures after participants reached a certain performance criterion forced trainees to rein in such a familiarity bias; when encountering a lure, they instead had to initiate conflict/interference-resolution processes to successfully override familiarity-based evidence and re-characterise the stimulus as familiar but not in the relevant n-back location. Prior work has highlighted such an information re-characterisation function as crucial for resolving syntactic conflict as well; during parsing, domain-general conflict-resolution processes engage when individuals encounter input (e.g., “sparkled brightly”) that is incompatible with their developing analysis (see January et al., 2009; Novick et al., 2005, 2009, 2010). When a reader comes across such conflicting evidence and discovers the misinterpretation, he or she must “slam on the brakes” and deploy conflict-resolution processes that allow for a re-characterisation of the current representation of sentence meaning, and for finding the correct, intended alternative.

Moreover, the n-back task has been shown to recruit posterior regions of the left inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG; BA 44/45) within VLPFC during high-conflict (lure) trials (Gray et al., 2003); this patch of cortex is routinely identified as the crucial neural underpinning of conflict/interference resolution in working memory (see Jonides & Nee, 2006) and has been implicated in cognitive control during sentence reinterpretation in both patient and neuroimaging studies (January et al., 2009; Novick et al., 2005, 2009, 2010; Ye & Zhou, 2009). In fact, the lure version of our n-back task is quite reminiscent of the working memory assessment—the “recent probes” item recognition task—that was used to diagnose a conflict-resolution
impairment in the patient with VLPFC (indeed, LIFG) damage described in the Introduction (see also Hamilton & Martin, 2005). This patient’s deficit extended to a failure to override syntactic misanalysis and recovery from misinterpretation (Novick et al., 2009). In the recent-probes task, subjects responded to a probe (e.g., D) regarding whether it appeared in an immediately prior memory set (e.g., s f d m) (see also Jonides, Smith, Marshuetz, Koepp, & Reuter-Lorenz, 1998; Monsell, 1978; Thompson-Schill et al., 2002). Although subjects could frequently use stimulus familiarity to judge correctly—yes or no—whether the probe had appeared or not, a small subclass of “no” trials introduced conflict and therefore susceptibility to error if one relied on a familiarity bias alone. On such “conflict” trials, the probe (e.g., H) did not appear in the directly preceding memory set (e.g., k p w n), so the correct response was “no”, but it had been seen one trial earlier (e.g., h l w p). As such, these so-called “recent-no” trials, akin to our lures in the current study, exploited lingering familiarity of the probe owing to its recent presentation; subjects therefore had to override a dominant familiarity bias because it might yield an incorrect “yes” response, and instead re-characterise the probe representation as “familiar-but-irrelevant”. The patient’s unusually high error rate under such conditions, compared to “non-recent-no” trials (where there was no interference from the preceding memory set), identified a selective conflict-resolution impairment, which affected his parsing abilities under similarly circumscribed conditions. In particular, he demonstrated a failure to revise (or re-characterise) early parsing misanalyses and recover an alternative interpretation of sentence meaning when there was conflict between two incompatible syntactic representations (Novick et al., 2009; for convergent neuroimaging data see January et al., 2009; Ye & Zhou, 2009; for a review see Novick et al., 2010).

Thus, the linking assumption is that the need for conflict resolution seems to be shared across a range of tasks, including garden-path recovery and working memory tasks that manipulate such demands, for instance the “recent-no” trials of the item-recognition task and the n-back task with lures. Consequently, in our study, subjects who showed consistent performance increases on the n-back task—reflecting an enhanced ability to resolve among conflicting representations—demonstrated concomitant increases in garden-path recovery performance, likely because of the common conflict-resolution process that was targeted through training. We reiterate that the other training tasks (except possibly running span, see below) were designed explicitly not to tap this function by excluding any manipulation of demands for information re-characterisation. Finally, prior research exploring the utility of similar conflict-resolution training tasks demonstrates far-transfer to other language measures that tap cognitive control resources supported by the posterior LIFG (e.g., in a transient manipulation of cognitive “fatigue”; see Persson, Welsh, Jonides, & Reuter-Lorenz, 2007). The illustration of transfer to syntactic ambiguity resolution in the current study may be considered an extension of that finding. Overall, our results are consistent with earlier studies that tie specific language-processing abilities to domain-general cognitive control skills that putatively recruit regions within posterior LIFG (though see caveats below for further discussion).

Additionally, our account is consistent with other psycholinguistic models that associate language-processing difficulty with the need to adjust the activation of multiple representations (or interpretations) when various sources of evidence temporarily conflict. Certainly, several explanations of syntactic complexity effects hinge on ambiguity-resolution functions that could be couched in cognitive control terms (Gennari & MacDonald, 2008; Van Dyke & Lewis, 2003). In one model (Van Dyke & Lewis, 2003), for instance, an individual’s failure to recover from an initial
misinterpretation is linked to retrieval interference in memory—indeed, the field wherein Jonides and colleagues (Jonides et al., 1998; Jonides & Nee, 2006) first discovered the role of posterior LIFG in cognitive control, by asking how frontal lobe activation changes when interference/conflict enters the working memory system. Similar parsing accounts relate memory interference (or “cue overload”) to difficulty in language comprehension, particularly when retrieval cues are unable to differentiate among competitors (see Van Dyke & McElree, 2006). As we have suggested, our n-back training task involves recognition cues that cannot easily distinguish between competitors (i.e., lures/targets), and thus give rise to interference effects. An improved ability to deal with such competition might account for responders’ attenuated processing difficulty, because of a transferred ability to handle the activation of multiple conflicting representations of the linguistic input (though see limitations and caveats below for further discussion).

One reason that improved performance on the other (non-n-back) training tasks, by contrast, failed to predict improvements in garden-path recovery may be because they did not, in their design, expressly involve conflict/interference resolution. The EFs tapped in these tasks included the manipulation and storage of visual–spatial information (block span) and the reorganisation of alphanumeric stimuli in working memory (LNS), which may be theoretically harder to connect to syntactic processing and recovery from misinterpretation specifically. In addition, demands for information re-characterisation were intentionally not parametrically or dynamically manipulated in these tasks as they were in n-back. Of course, verbal working memory is apt to play a role in garden-path recovery during spoken language comprehension, and even in reading studies that use a moving window paradigm where readers cannot review the input once it has past (see, for instance, Fedorenko, Gibson, & Rohde, 2006). Future work should test the relative impact of working memory training (including auditory working memory training)—with and without conflict-resolution aspects—on garden-path recovery using alternative experimental paradigms, in both the reading and spoken domains. Next, although the LNS task involved reordering verbal information in working memory, which is likely involved in garden-path recovery to some extent, this training task required the repeated application of a specified rule in a predictable manner (always sorting numbers in ascending order and letters alphabetically), which may have been too superficial to involve any deeper re-characterisation of representations that is necessary for revising misinterpretations.

It is also worth noting that complex working memory span tasks—a category into which LNS and block span both fall—typically correlate only weakly with lure variants of n-back, demonstrating a divergence that may be linked to the cross-task asymmetry in conflict-resolution demands (Kane et al., 2007; see also Jaeggi et al., 2008). In other words, not all working memory tasks necessarily share this feature, which might therefore be an important design component to consider in studies aimed at creating process-specific overlap between certain training and transfer measures. Also, to our knowledge, neither LNS nor versions of block span have been shown to recruit regions of VLPFC common to syntactic ambiguity-resolution and other information-recharacterisation tasks outside the parsing domain (e.g., the Stroop, n-back, and recent-no tasks; see Haut, Kuwabara, Leach, & Arias, 2000, for a brain-imaging study of LNS, which shows activation in orbitofrontal and dorsolateral prefrontal areas, with greater peak activations in the right hemisphere).

One result, however, that may be surprising is that responders on the running span training task did not demonstrate reliable garden-path recovery improvements, as this task can—depending on design—involve updating and incidental proactive
interference from earlier items, processes that rely on regions within left VLPFC (cf. Postle, 2003; Postle et al., 2001). In running span (Pollack, Johnson, & Knaff, 1959), a sequence of an unpredictable number of items (e.g., letters) is presented, after which the last \( n \) items must be suddenly recalled. Hockey (1973) showed that presentation rate can dramatically alter the nature of the task (see also Bunting et al., 2006). When item-presentation rate is fast (e.g., three items/s), the task is conducive to a lower-effort strategy in which items are passively held until the list ends (i.e., when retrieval from a capacity-limited attentional store can occur). With a slower presentation rate (e.g., one item/s), participants can—when they are explicitly instructed—adopt a higher-effort strategy in which working memory is continually updated through rehearsal (Hockey, 1973). Thus, during retrieval in the slow-rate procedure, individuals must resolve interference from earlier stimuli that are concurrently being maintained. Questionable, however, is whether anyone would spontaneously adopt a higher-effort strategy when presentation rates change within an experiment, as in ours: based on Hockey (1973) and Bunting et al. (2006), active updating becomes increasingly difficult and almost impossible at fast presentation rates, such as our 500-ms condition. Although active updating is possible in the 1000-ms condition, it is unlikely that participants would switch strategies in alternation (see Bunting et al., 2006). The faster rate used in our task may have therefore eliminated the interference-resolution aspect of the task, explaining why running span did not predict garden-path recovery improvements. Moreover, there may be an important distinction here between the attention control processes needed for running span—in which listeners must rapidly collect information from a fleeting sensory memory store—and the cognitive control processes needed for \( n \)-back with lures—in which subjects must re-characterise information given conflicting internal representations.

Another explanation is that running span did not allow the same continuous improvement as \( n \)-back: participants, particularly the responders, demonstrated steady gains on \( n \)-back across all 10 sessions, but not on running span. For example, 51% of participants showed more improvement between the first and second training sessions of running span than between the second and any subsequent session, suggesting that training performance reached asymptote quickly. By contrast, less than 9% of participants (in fact, a subset of only non-responders) showed this pattern for \( n \)-back; most participants continued to improve throughout the regimen. Taken together, the clearer overlap with conflict/interference-resolution and participants’ consistent pattern of training gains suggest that \( n \)-back with lures may be a critical training task for eliciting and evaluating improvements in garden-path recovery.

Limitations, caveats and future directions

One limitation of the current study is the absence of an “active” control group that also comes into the lab and practices tasks without the crucial EF elements (namely, conflict resolution). Including such a group in future work would address the issue of whether demand characteristics or motivational factors alone are driving our effects. For instance, it would be informative to test whether those who practise \( n \)-back without the interference-lure component do not show improvements in garden-path recovery, thus providing greater confidence in the claim that this particular EF is at the heart of the observed increases in trainees’ reinterpretation abilities. Such a contrast—\( n \)-back with lures vs. \( n \)-back without lures—would help isolate the locus of the current training results. Despite this drawback, we note the specificity of our transfer findings to (1) key individuals and (2) key features of the reading task that
require EF, specifically conflict resolution, which we believe together exclude purely placebo or motivational explanations. First, transfer was observed specifically from *n*-back responders as opposed to non-responders, untrained controls and other types of responders (i.e., LNS, block span, and running span responders). Second, *n*-back responders’ overall accuracy to comprehension questions improved for ambiguous but not unambiguous items, suggesting that the offline effects were restricted to cases when readers had to revise interpretations (i.e., resolve among conflicting representations; see Novick et al., 2005). The same pattern held for regression-path times associated with regressions from key conflict regions of ambiguous sentences. Given that the control group and *n*-back non-responders (as well as the responders to the three other training tasks) did not show these effects, we are confident that the observed findings cannot be attributed solely to practice. Indeed, we observed important individual differences in training achievement, which corresponded to successful transfer to syntactic ambiguity resolution: only the *n*-back responders demonstrated significantly greater improvements in both online and offline measures than the untrained subjects, despite non-responders having the same amount of training as those who responded well.

Additionally, the pre-/post-eye-movement comparison in both ambiguous and unambiguous conditions allowed us to examine whether any training-related changes in real-time reading patterns were restricted to regions requiring conflict resolution, or whether *n*-back responders read sentences in less time across all sentence regions. This latter finding would have suggested broad increases in processing speed and reading efficiency, as might be predicted by a motivational account, irrespective of the need to initiate cognitive control when late-arriving evidence conflicts with one’s initial interpretation. However, changes in reading-time patterns were much more precise: post-training, *n*-back responders’ regression-path durations were shorter after entering the disambiguating region of ambiguous items, where new evidence signalled an incompatibility with the favoured transitive analysis. Upon encountering such conflict, responders had an easier time recovering the reflexive interpretation, indexed by spending less time regressing to earlier material from the point of confusion. Importantly though, *n*-back responders’ eye movements, like those of untrained participants and *n*-back non-responders, did not change across assessments after entry into any regions of unambiguous sentences, or non-disambiguating regions of ambiguous sentences. If these improvements were due to other variables such as increased motivation, then trainees would have been expected to improve “across the board”, rather than only after entering disambiguating regions of ambiguous sentences. Given the size and specificity of the observed improvement in garden-path recovery, we believe that cross-assessment gains are due to a positive response to EF training, especially conflict/interference-resolution training. Because the overall effects of training emerge in parallel across two different measures (accuracy and regression-path time) and changes in reading-time stem from exactly the expected region, it seems highly unlikely that our results are spurious. Nevertheless, future studies should run the relevant control conditions sketched above to confirm this interpretation, particularly the role of conflict/interference resolution.

As noted earlier, the convergent findings that improvements were limited to *n*-back responders essentially rules out the possibility that trainees’ enhanced ambiguity resolution was the result of a generally better capacity to learn, which could have, in theory, brought about the common improvements found for *n*-back and garden-path recovery. However, additional analyses confirmed that *n*-back responders did not necessarily respond equally well to the other training tasks (clusters of responders and
non-responders did not overlap across training tasks). Thus, these individuals were not selected on the basis of a generally greater ability to learn or motivation to perform well. In addition, the groups of responders identified for LNS, block span and running span did not demonstrate improved interpretation-recovery abilities at Assessment 2 in accuracy or regression-path times compared to those tasks’ non-responders and untrained subjects. Thus, we believe that the most parsimonious interpretation of these data is that \(n\)-back training improved conflict-resolution functions, which resulted in improved sentence re-interpretation at Assessment 2. That responders to the three other tasks, moreover, did not outperform non-responders and untrained controls argues strongly against the possibility that mere practice effects are at the heart of our findings.

Nevertheless, we cannot discount the possibility that the three other working memory training tasks were necessary (though insufficient) components of the training regimen, as they were administered as part of a training battery. Indeed, the lack of transfer from LNS, block span and running span might be termed a null effect. Although we have made theoretical arguments for why \(n\)-back with lures should be necessary (and perhaps sufficient) for contributing transfer, we are unable to say with absolute certainty why transfer from the other tasks may have failed. Future research might address this issue by demonstrating that these other working memory tasks can indeed increase performance on other cognitive and linguistic measures, such that there is a process-specific double dissociation (see, for instance, Dahlin et al., 2008). For example, it would be important to know if two experimental manipulations (e.g., \(n\)-back with lures training vs. LNS or other complex-span training) affect language-processing outcomes differentially; if the \(n\)-back manipulation affects cognitive control and syntactic ambiguity resolution and not, say, working memory span and the processing of other linguistic material, and the complex-span manipulation shows the opposite pattern, then one could make even stronger and more specific claims about attributing the observed effects to cognitive control training in particular. While conflict resolution and cognitive control can be theoretically and empirically linked to the observed effects (alongside extant neurocognitive data), follow-up research must further tease apart process specificity in additional experiments that do not rely on inferences from absent transfer effects (see Hussey & Novick, 2012, for similar arguments).

Having said this, we reiterate a similar point made earlier: we firmly believe that traditional “span” functions such as storage, processing and maintenance factor into language interpretation irrespective of ambiguity or conflict, for instance in spoken comprehension tasks or in moving-window reading paradigms where the demands for mnemonic properties of working memory are high (see, e.g., Fedorenko et al., 2006). Thus, cognitive control—a non-mnemonic aspect of some working memory tasks—is just one explanation for what is shared across \(n\)-back with lures and syntactic ambiguity resolution; this does not necessarily preclude the likelihood that other working memory processes involved in \(n\)-back (e.g., updating) are also affecting performance. This perspective is correspondingly apt if the other non-conflict training tasks are contributing \textit{something} to the current results, which again, we cannot rule out entirely. Indeed, we do not claim that cognitive control is the only contributor to the observed findings, but rather that conflict-resolution processes are a necessary aspect of the current training–transfer relation, given the evidence that such functions are critical to syntactic ambiguity resolution (Novick et al., 2009). Again, we selected \(n\)-back with lures as our task of interest because, relative to the three other training
tasks, it was the only one designed to target conflict-resolution processes. This is not meant to imply that \( n \)-back targets only conflict resolution.

In addition, we have relied on parsimony to interpret our data in terms of conflict resolution, consistent with neuroscience studies showing an important role for posterior areas within the LIFG in both syntactic and non-syntactic cognitive control (e.g., January et al., 2009; Jonides & Nee, 2006; Novick et al., 2005; Ye & Zhou, 2009). However, an important caveat is that these same conflict-responsive VLPFC regions can be involved in a number of other cognitively demanding tasks (see, e.g., Duncan, 2010). In other words, patches of cortex within VLPFC that are recruited for conflict resolution are unlikely to be involved uniquely in conflict-resolution aspects of cognitive control. Therefore, other cognitive functions, as discussed above, cannot be excluded as contributing to training gains on the basis of neuroimaging data alone. In sum, although a preponderance of behavioural and neuroimaging data points to a role for cognitive control in garden-path recovery, this does not mean necessarily that there exists a neural dissociation between conflict resolution and other EFs. It does suggest, however, the importance of using multiple methods to offer converging data for a particular hypothesis. Our data certainly fit with converging neurocognitive evidence from both clinical and healthy populations, providing another important approach that yields findings compatible with the cognitive control account. Nevertheless, the caveats outlined here suggest that, until both behavioural and neural dissociations are demonstrated, one can conclude only that the training–transfer results are consistent with the notion that cognitive control is the mediating ability across \( n \)-back-with-lures and syntactic ambiguity resolution. Other working memory and EFs certainly remain as possible contributors. To what extent they are contributing is an open empirical question and must be addressed in follow-up research using designs as those sketched above.

Before closing, we wish to reiterate that, in concert with prior research groups, we observed that individual differences in training improvement may be key to shaping successful transfer; only those who improved significantly on the \( n \)-back task exhibited performance increases on the various measures of syntactic ambiguity resolution, as compared to the untrained control group and \( n \)-back non-responders. Although training can clearly be valuable, individual differences in success might be considered a restraining ingredient. Follow-up work should study what training protocols yield the best transfer, what cognitive and motivational factors determine who is most likely to benefit (and why), and how best to maximise effectiveness in training to ensure value across a range of different groups (see Jaeggi et al., 2011 for further discussion on these issues).

Closing remarks

In sum, these results are among the first to establish training-related transfer to the linguistic domain, and extend theoretical and empirical work highlighting the role of general-purpose cognitive functions in language processing. Certainly, the more language-specific experience readers have, the better they cope with difficult linguistic input; indeed, two studies have reported that consistent practice reading complex or ambiguous material results in (i) an improved ability to process the constructions that were routinely repeated and (ii) a transfer effect, such that practice generalises to previously unseen difficult constructions (see Long & Prat, 2008; Wells, Christiansen, Race, Acheson, & MacDonald, 2009). We believe that our findings complement this notion by demonstrating that domain-general cognitive abilities, even for healthy
adults, may be a causal factor in sentence reinterpretation abilities. This conclusion is especially warranted given that our subjects had minimal exposure to the ambiguous sentences—just 12 per assessment, embedded within several fillers—which was probably insufficient to produce a reliable practice effect. This also seems a reasonable conclusion alongside our finding that untrained controls and non-responders, who had the same amount of practice, failed to improve reliably across assessments. Moreover, given that EF plays a role in a range of other specific language-processing skills including lexical ambiguity resolution, common-ground assessment and verbal fluency, another implication of the current findings is that EF training, within a well-considered process-specific framework, could result in broader improvements beyond just garden-path recovery. Pending further research, such training might be used in behavioural remediation programmes that aim to improve language skills in situations when competitive interactions are high. Finally, EF training, especially with a conflict-resolution focus, might yield similar benefits in clinical populations—particularly left VLPFC patients—whose language production and comprehension fail under selective conditions due to poor cognitive control.
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## APPENDIX A

**TABLE A1**
Significant fixed effects from the best-fitting mixed-effects model with random slope terms of accuracy testing for an Assessment (1 vs. 2) by group (responders vs. non-responders vs. untrained controls) interaction separately for ambiguous and unambiguous items on each of the four training tasks. $AIC_C$ denotes the goodness of fit of the model, and the $AIC_C$ of the model without slopes (in the "$AIC_C$-w/o" column; detailed in Table 2) is shown for comparison purposes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Significant model parameters</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Z-value</th>
<th>$AIC_C$</th>
<th>$AIC_C$-w/o</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task: n-back</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Ambiguous</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>2.37*</td>
<td>1170.38</td>
<td>1148.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>−0.56</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>−2.08*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Unambiguous</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>0.301</td>
<td>9.23***</td>
<td>609.19</td>
<td>589.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group (non-responders)</td>
<td>5.35</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>2.93**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task: LNS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Ambiguous</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>2.32*</td>
<td>1204.08</td>
<td>1188.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>−0.58</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>−2.04*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Unambiguous</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>9.51***</td>
<td>632.46</td>
<td>604.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group (non-responders)</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>2.29*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task: running span</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Ambiguous</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>2.32*</td>
<td>1207.18</td>
<td>1187.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>−0.54</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>−2.02*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Unambiguous</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>9.46***</td>
<td>627.46</td>
<td>600.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group (non-responders)</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>2.85**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment × group (non-responders)</td>
<td>−2.14</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>−2.50*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task: block span</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Ambiguous</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>2.22*</td>
<td>1153.69</td>
<td>1142.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Unambiguous</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>9.56***</td>
<td>607.45</td>
<td>581.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group (responders)</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>2.36*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment × group (responders)</td>
<td>−1.63</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>−1.99*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* When main effects or interactions do not appear in the table, these terms did not reliably improve the fit of the model. Subjects and items were input into the model as crossed random effects. Excluding random slopes yielded better fits of every model (as indexed by lower $AIC_C$ values for models without random slopes as compared to those with random slopes). Thus, the best-fitting models without slopes are considered in our in-text interpretations of these patterns. *$p < .05$, **$p < .01$, ***$p < .001$
APPENDIX B

How are n-back responders’ accuracy and regression-path times related within and across assessments? In the main text, we demonstrated that n-back responders as a group were more accurate after training, reflecting improved garden-path recovery, and that they could also handle conflicting evidence/disambiguating material more efficiently in real-time, as indexed by significantly reduced regression-path durations on correct items. But are accuracy and reading time related on a subject-by-subject basis under ambiguous conditions? Is it the case, on an individual level, that an n-back responder increases accuracy and decreases regression-path time as a consequence of training? One possibility, of course, is that an individual can transfer the effects of training in different ways, namely by either becoming more accurate, taking less time to read past regions of conflict, or both. Moreover, how an individual realises the benefits of n-back training on the sentence processing task may depend in part on how much room he or she has to improve in accuracy, on the basis of their starting point in Assessment 1.

First, we tested if, at Assessment 1, higher accuracy to ambiguous items was associated with longer regression-path times launched from the disambiguating region. Very little is known about how online and offline measures are related, and one might argue that it is unclear what specific process might be reflected in a correlation of these different dependent measures (regression-path time from the disambiguating region and comprehension-question accuracy). Nevertheless, one could construct the hypothesis that higher accuracy should be associated with longer regression-path times because, in order to effectively override an
initial misinterpretation, a reader will have to backtrack from the point of conflict to reanalyse the earlier evidence that was originally misunderstood, thus resulting in longer latencies. Similarly, at Assessment 1, shorter regression-path times might reflect little reanalysis in garden-path situations, thereby resulting in less accurate comprehension. Indeed, this was the Assessment 1 pattern for the 13 n-back responders, a correlation that was statistically reliable ($r = .64\; p = .02$; see Figure 5A. This was also true for all subjects combined (not shown); $r = .45\; p < .005$). However, at Assessment 2, the correlation weakens and fails to reach significance ($r = .33\; p > .14$), essentially because, as a group, these individuals are getting more accurate and are taking less time (i.e., the data points on the scatter plot cluster around values associated with greater accuracy and shorter regression-path durations; see Figure 5A, Assessment 2). Nevertheless, the pattern reveals little about how these performance measures change together across assessments. Hence, we probed further by testing how n-back responders’ accuracy gains are related to their regression-path gains (i.e., reduced durations) from Assessment 1 to Assessment 2. We were especially interested in examining responders who are already accurate at Assessment 1 and, consequently, have longer regression-path latencies.

Interestingly, inspection of Figure 5B reveals the following picture: a responder who exhibits large gains in accuracy shows small reductions if any in regression-path time; similarly, those responders who show large decreases in regression-path time to pass the disambiguating region show little gain in accuracy ($r = -.48\; p = .06$). Finally, there are some n-back responders (approximately half) who demonstrate moderate gains on both measures. In sum, this pattern suggests that a subset of responders transfer their gains to improved accuracy, while others transfer theirs to shorter regression-path times (real-time revision immediately following entry into the disambiguating region) when they are responding to the items correctly.

We reasoned that how responders transfer training benefits might depend on their baseline sentence processing performance at Assessment 1. Namely, n-back responders who have relatively high accuracy before training might not have much room to improve in accuracy, as their offline garden-path recovery ability is already fairly good. These individuals, therefore, might instead transfer training gains to better on-the-fly revision, reflected in reduced regression-path durations associated with entry into the disambiguating region (e.g., “sparkled brightly”). Such an effect would suggest that, for those who respond well to the n-back task but already have a high accuracy rate (and thus little possibility of improving), training may confer earlier real-time syntactic conflict resolution. Said another way, individuals who start out with smaller lingering effects of ambiguity, reflected by greater accuracy to comprehension questions, may nevertheless demonstrate transfer, just in another way.

To explore this, we performed a median split on the 13 responders to separate them into “high accuracy” ($n = 6\; x = 87.5\%\; range = 75–100\%) and “low accuracy” ($n = 7\; x = 40.48\%; range = 8.3–67.7\%$) groups based on Assessment 1 performance. Indeed, responders who began with higher accuracy demonstrated significantly more reduction in regression-path time (1187 ms in terms of reading past the disambiguating region) than the responders who started with lower accuracy before training (141 ms; $F(1,10) = 8.58, p = .015$; see Figure 6A). Alongside the regression-path gains vs. accuracy gains analysis plotted in Figure 5B, it seems that while more than half of responders improved in both accuracy and reading time, the other half improved in one measure or the other; which benefit these responders achieve depends on the room he or she has to improve in accuracy. Indeed, the “low accuracy” group demonstrates greater gains in accuracy from Assessment 1 to Assessment 2 ($y_{gain} = 23.8\%$) compared to the “high accuracy” group ($y_{gain} = 4.2\%$), with the two lowest Assessment 1 performers exhibiting the greatest accuracy gains following training (58.3 and 33.4%). If one’s garden-path recovery accuracy is low to start, then one demonstrates large gains in accuracy. If one is already accurate to start, then one demonstrates earlier reanalysis. In fact, how much of a reduction in regression-path time a responder exhibits can be predicted by an individuals’ baseline accuracy on ambiguous items at Assessment 1 ($r = .62\; p = .018$; see Figure 6B): those responders who start with high accuracy (between 75 and 100%) generally decrease their reading time the most (associated with regressions following entry into the disambiguating region), strikingly by about 1–2 seconds. These patterns suggest that, overall, the effects of n-back training are not acting separately on our two dependent measures, but that how the effects are transferred is determined, at least in part, by a person’s baseline accuracy.

Nevertheless, it is important to reiterate that these correlational analyses reflect an uncertain relationship concerning what specific process is captured in the shared variance between regression-path latencies and accuracy to a comprehension question that follows the target sentence. Although we offered a hypothesis earlier in this appendix about how these online and offline measures might be expected to relate, such notions are speculative, and future research designed to address this relationship should be conducted to further our understanding.

In sum, the method by which successful n-back trainees transferred gains to garden-path recovery largely depended on their comprehension accuracy for ambiguous sentences at Assessment 1; those who were already relatively accurate demonstrated greater improvements in regression-path times, whereas those with low Assessment 1 accuracy demonstrated greater improvements in accuracy (Figures 5 and 6). This
Figure 5. Responders’ regression-path times from the disambiguating region as a function of accuracy to comprehension questions. (A) Accuracy to comprehension questions at Assessment 1 reliably predicts individuals’ regression-path time immediately following entry into the disambiguating region at Assessment 1. This accuracy/regression-path time relation is weakened at Assessment 2 (see text).

Notes: The Assessment 1 correlation has one fewer data point (12) than the Assessment 2 correlation (13) because one responder did not contribute any regression-path data from the final region at pretest, but did at posttest. Importantly, removing this subject from regression-path analyses does not change any of the data patterns discussed in the paper. (B) The gains from Assessment 1 to Assessment 2 in accuracy to questions following ambiguous sentences are negatively correlated with improvements in regression-path time from the disambiguating region of ambiguous sentences from Assessment 1 to Assessment 2 (see text, Appendix B).
Figure 6. N-back responders’ accuracy at Assessment 1 accounts for their regression-path-time reductions. A median split of responders in terms of accuracy at Assessment 1 revealed two clear patterns of decreases in regression-path durations. (A) Responders with the greatest accuracy at Assessment 1 ($n=6; x=0.875$) showed larger improvements in regression-path time (a decrease of 1187 ms) than those with low initial accuracy ($n=7; x=0.40$), who demonstrated reliably lower gains in regression-path time (a decrease of 141 ms). Error bars reflect ±1 SEM. (B) Moreover, Assessment 1 accuracy significantly predicts total decreases in regression-path time from Assessment 1 to Assessment 2 on a subject-by-subject basis.
suggests that, regardless of their pre-existing conflict-resolution abilities, all successful trainees transfer improvements in cognitive control to garden-path recovery, but that the type of transfer experienced may be influenced by an individual’s starting point. It is probably not surprising that those who are already good at syntactic ambiguity resolution, as indexed by high Assessment 1 comprehension accuracy, demonstrate smaller gains in accuracy than those with more room to improve. However, it is quite striking that such high-performing individuals nevertheless improve in their real-time reading behaviour, exhibiting shorter regression-path durations that may index more efficient revision processes selectively after encountering disambiguating information. Thus, both individuals with high and low cognitive control and conflict-resolution abilities may benefit from EF training, albeit differently. It is also worth reiterating the following point: as there are no accuracy differences at Assessment 1 among responders, non-responders and controls (i.e., even some non-responders and untrained controls have high accuracy), non-responder and control subjects still do not enjoy any reading-time transfer; only the n-back responders do.